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It started out as a straightforward rescue mission...Save an abducted scientist before he’s killed

by a Mexican cartel.Only nothing goes according to plan when Cal Shepard and the Critical

Response Team insert into the heart of Mexico and realize that they’ve walked into a tangled

web of shifting loyalties and a threat that originates from across the globe.With their exfil route

blown, they have to evade through miles of treacherous desert while cartel henchmen and a

lone Chinese hitman with his own country’s agenda entangle their efforts to escape as they

race to thwart a deadly attack along the U.S. border.Pick up a copy of the third volume in the

adrenaline-fueled Search and Destroy Series by author JT Sawyer.

"Look no further. You've found the future of marketing." — Mark Schaefer, author of Marketing

Rebellion "Few books transform lives. This book is an exception. Fans First tells a truly

remarkable story. But more importantly, it gives YOU a blueprint for long-term business

success. Create raving fans. Think (way) outside the box. Transform your business and life.

READ THIS BOOK." — Dave Kerpen, serial entrepreneur and New York Times bestselling

author, The Art of People "If you want to dominate your industry, Fans First teaches you how to

ignore what everyone else is doing and embark on a path that will build fanatic fans of what

you do." — David Meerman Scott, author of twelve books, including Fanocracy, a Wall Street

Journal bestseller "Jesse Cole combines the panache of P.T. Barnum with the wisdom of

Warren Buffett. Fans First is the ultimate workbook for growing the passion of your

customers." — Jay Baer, coauthor of Talk Triggers: The Complete Guide to Creating

Customers with Word of Mouth"Jesse Cole is the modern-day Walt Disney. Fans First is a

blueprint on how any business can revolutionize and disrupt any industry by creating brand

evangelists." — John R. DiJulius III, author of The Customer Service Revolution"Jesse Cole is

fanatical. He's trained his brain to never stop thinking about ways to create a better fan

experience. I've learned that the most impactful businesses create a 'craveable reason to

return.' Jesse exhibits this every day as the leader of the Savannah Bananas. And NOW, he's

sharing all his ideas with us! This is a must-read for anyone who wants to serve people, have

fun, and build an amazing business." — Ryan Hawk, author of The Pursuit of Excellence and

Welcome to Management, host of The Learning Leader Show"Jesse Cole is to baseball what

Walt Disney was to animation and theme parks. Fans First isn't just a book; it's a mindset that

will drive sustainable success in the modern era where customer experience is the new

competitive battleground. It's a mix of great storytelling, laugh-out-loud humor, and powerful

strategies that will leave you both inspired and better equipped to thrive. Fans First is the ideal

fusion of creativity and tenacity, delivering a roadmap for innovation and success."— Josh

Linkner, New York Times bestselling author, five-time tech entrepreneur, venture

capitalist"Jesse Cole takes you on a riveting against-all-odds journey that's uplifting, inspiring,

and full of practical business ideas for standing out from the crowd. With inspiration from both

P.T. Barnum and Walt Disney, Jesse reminds us that anything is possible when you're willing to

reject industry norms and literally do the opposite of what most businesses do. Jesse also

presents a compelling case that whatever business you think you're in, every human

fundamentally wants to be entertained. Read this book, and you'll laugh, you'll cry, and you'll be

taken on a fascinating journey. You'll also be utterly convinced that when you lead with a Fans

First approach and create a memorable and entertaining experience for your customers, you'll



easily create fans for life." — Andrew Lock, author of Walt Disney's Way"What Jesse has

created is a lesson others would be wise to follow. Walt Disney was the first to understand that

creating amazing experiences delivers revenue better than any sales or marketing. Go visit the

Savannah Bananas and see for yourself." — Duncan Wardle, Founder of iD8 & innov8"Fans

First is a business book that is in a league of its own. Jesse takes you on the journey of how

his vision became the Savannah Bananas and how you can do the same in your life and with

your business. I love Disney and baseball. This book reminds me why. Both are metaphors for

change, growth, opportunity, and risk-taking. Fans First covers all these bases and more. Bring

your copy home today!"— Jeff Barnes, author of Beyond the Wisdom of WaltAbout the

AuthorJesse Cole is the founder of Fans First Entertainment and owner of the Savannah

Bananas. He's fanatic about fandom and launched the Savannah Bananas with one mission: to

spark a fan-focused movement. Whether at the ballpark, on social media, onstage delivering

keynotes, in features for ESPN and Entrepreneur, or in his first book, Find Your Yellow

Tux, Jesse continues to create fans all over the world.The Bananas have sold out every game

since their first season and have a waitlist for tickets in the thousands. They have entertained

millions of fans in Savannah and at ballparks all over their country on their Banana Ball

Tour.Jesse is the proud inventor of Banana Ball and Dolce & Banana underwear and not-so-

proud promoter of the Human Horse Race and Flatulence Fun Night. He's a raving fan of his

wife, Emily, his kids, and peerless promoters like Walt Disney, PT Barnum, and Bill Veeck.

Jesse owns seven yellow tuxedos.
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MexicoThere was no wind blowing that afternoon nor a bird or insect in sight, and even the

collared lizards that ran rampant throughout most of Mexico were absent. The nearest

waterhole was over sixty miles away—if it even had anything in it given the fact that it hadn’t

rained in this region in over fourteen months. The only sign of movement was the white blip in

the sky that had just descended, making its way towards a narrow airstrip nestled in the

expansive valley between two mountain ranges that rose up like vertebra in this otherwise

monotonous landscape.A few minutes later, the twin-engine Cessna came to a halt and its sole

passenger emerged. Tian Fong stepped onto the compacted airfield that looked like it had just

been hastily bulldozed into creation hours ago. Several tumbleweeds flitted across the dry

earth behind him, coming to a rest beside dozens of others lying idle against the side of a steel

hangar.The lanky pilot helped him unload the cumbersome dufflebag and elongated Pelican

case from the luggage bay at the rear of the plane then thrust his chin out to a green Land

Cruiser as it sped down the airstrip towards them.“He go wherever you need,” said the pilot

with a heavy Spanish accent.Fong nodded then removed the encrypted cellphone from his tan

cargo pants, depressing one of the three pre-programmed numbers.Hearing the receiver click

on the other end, he began speaking in Mandarin. “I just landed. I should be in place to hit the

first target this evening at 1830.”“Understood. Do you have everything you need?” a woman’s

voice responded. Although she was 230 miles away in an air-conditioned office in El Paso,

Texas, Fong felt as if Joan Li was standing next to him since she had been his eyes and ears

on missions abroad during the past nine years.“A place to stay tonight before the second

hit.”“The asset we arranged in-country will take care of that. He is your eyes and ears on the

ground during these next three days.”“What’s his connection to this operation?” Fong watched

the Land Cruiser slow, coming to a halt on the other side of the plane.“He’s an up-and-coming

sicario for the Salvaje Cartel. Sicario means assassin.”Fong sighed. “I know what it means…in

most languages.” He glanced at the twenty-something driver emerging from the vehicle. “Shit,

he’s just a kid. You sure he knows his way around this desert?”“Our new business associates



down there said he’s one of their best and that he knows every jeep trail and road in and out of

where you’ll be going.”Having worked in the black-ops world for nearly twenty years, Fong

wondered how the cartel defined “best.”“He’d better. I don’t plan to spend any more time than

necessary in this oven or this culture.”He heard her issue out a slight chuckle. “Who knows,

with your looks and amazing people skills, maybe you’ll fit right in down there and go

native.”Being half-Vietnamese gave him a dark complexion compared to his fellow countrymen

back in Nanjing, China where he’d originally undergone training in clandestine operations what

seemed like a lifetime ago. Since then, most of his wet work had been throughout Asia and

Indonesia, but recent business alliances between his government and the Salvaje Cartel had

brought him to this godforsaken moonscape.He glanced beyond the sawtooth mountains in the

distance then out at the windswept mesas that struggled to support even tiny tufts of brittle

grass. “How people live here is beyond me, so I doubt that I’ll be going native anytime

soon.”“Well, there will be fewer people living there after your visit. Just watch your back; the

cartels are known for their constantly shifting loyalties.”“That’s reassuring, but it’s not much

different than any other shithole I’ve worked in.” He nodded at the young driver, who had just

finished loading the dufflebag and hard rifle case into the rear of the Land Cruiser and was

talking to the pilot. “I’ll re-establish comms with you this evening once I’m in position.”“Copy

that. Talk to you in a few hours with an update on numbers surrounding the target and his travel

route.”He tucked his phone away then walked around the other side of the SUV, getting into the

passenger’s seat as the young man did the same on the driver’s side.“I don’t speak Spanish,

so how’s your English?” said Fong.The young man licked his lip, staring ahead as he started

the vehicle. “Where do you want to go first?” he stated clearly with a tinge of resentment.“Got a

name?” said Fong as he slid the Romanian AK-47 leaning against his seat to the

side.“Alejandro, but everyone just calls me Ali.”The man narrowed his eyes, glancing at Fong

as the vehicle sped forward. “And what should I call you?”“Eric.”Ali scrunched his eyebrows

together. “Yeah, Eric, right.”The driver backed up from the plane, speeding down the runway

towards a narrow dirt road to the right. “Where to first?”“Tres Castillos. The mountain pass that

overlooks the Rio Verde Valley.”Ali gave him a quizzical look. “That’s about an hour from here…

rugged country and the river is dry. Nothing but cactus and boulders. What’s there?”“A two-lane

highway with incredible thousand-yard views, and in four hours, the future site of a shrine for

the Governor of Chihuahua.”1Sierra Leone, AfricaThe cracks in the dry earth reminded Cal of

an ancient sea bed in Death Valley where it was said it hadn’t rained in over two centuries.

Only in this stark landscape of wind-scoured plateaus and parched valleys, he was sure the

region had never experienced a drop of precipitation, and he wasn’t surprised that he and his

three other teammates hadn’t seen a single lizard, bird or mammal during the past four hours.

The only telltale tracks in the sand were from scorpions and ants, neither of which they’d have

to worry about until sundown when the temperature would plummet below triple digits.But we’ll

hopefully be long gone by then.He lowered his sunglasses, letting them dangle around his

neck as he peered through the binoculars again at the row of crude tin-roofed fishing shacks a

few hundred yards from the shoreline. The eight shed-sized buildings were nestled behind a

row of thirty-foot-high sand dunes nearest the ocean side and surrounded by a formidable

blend of native thorns and rusty barbed wire that formed a perimeter around the rest of the

encampment.The west side was occupied by a goat corral with a dozen emaciated beasts

inside. Nearby, a small boy gathered dried dung for the cook, who was feeding a campfire with

a cast-iron pot supported on a channel of upright rock slabs wedged into the sand. To the rear

of the old man sat the prize they had come for: the remains of an unmarked satellite that had

crashed to the ground forty-eight hours earlier. This particular satellite was an experimental



prototype designed by the NSA, and because of its advanced technology, it would fetch a

considerable sum on the black market. Based on the digital intercepts that had been picked up

in recent hours, that would be at the hands of a Russian oligarch who was dispatching a

recovery team of mercenaries to these shores.At the east end of the primitive encampment

was a cluster of nearly a dozen palm trees with a rock-lined waterhole in the center. Cal figured

it was a freshwater spring, which was why this resupply depot for pirates was in this otherwise

unforgiving region.He heard his earpiece crackle. “I count eleven tangos,” said Nolan, the

former Operational Detachment Delta commando. He was positioned beside Viper on a rocky

ridge thirty yards to his left. The Syrian-American woman had come up through the CIA’s

Special Activities Division alongside Shepard, both of them later being recruited into the

Search and Destroy Unit led by Ryan Foley.“Are you counting the kid and the cook?” said

Melissa Hamill, who was situated in between a rocky crag with a suppressed MK12 sniper rifle,

focused on the primitive settlement below.“Yeah, I am,” said Nolan. “That a problem?”“Only for

those two, and I don’t plan to drop them unless there’s no alternative,” she said.Nolan fired

back. “Look, these skinnies recruit kids as soldiers from the age of six on up, so that half-pint

down there probably already knows his way around an AK and won’t hesitate to use it on any

of us.”“Then until that time comes, he’s not on my shit list,” snapped Hamill. Her background as

a CIA agent in Romania, Hungary and the Czech Republic was in stark contrast to the other

operators around her, who had largely spent their operational careers in Africa and the Middle

East.“Alright, let’s pipe down,” said Cal. It had only been four weeks since Foley’s Critical

Response Team had come together after Shepard’s return from India, and he knew it would

probably take twice that long before they had ironed out the rough edges.Shepard focused his

binoculars on a tall man with a scruffy beard who had just exited the largest shack in the

middle. His clothes were less soiled than the others, and he wore a pair of new leather boots

and a brimmed hat. In his right hand was a satellite phone, and he began barking orders to the

men around him.“Looks like you’re going to have company in about an hour. There’s a small

vessel thirty-four miles out that’s making its way towards your location with a dozen armed

men,” said Lynn Vogel’s voice in their earpieces. Though she was over a thousand miles away

at the team’s mobile command post in Morocco, her voice in Cal’s ear always made him feel

like she was just behind him like an ever-watchful parent, hence her code name, Mother. Vogel

was the primary targeter for Shepard’s old Search and Destroy Unit and had also been one of

the top intelligence analysts at Langley before being snatched up by Foley.“Coming to collect

their payload. That’s probably the warlord who controls these waters, bringing the Russian

mercs,” said Cal.“So much for waiting for nightfall so we have the element of surprise,” said

Viper.“We’re gonna need to move on this now, before that boat arrives,” said Cal. “Mother,

you’re going to have to push up the timeline with our helo extract.”“Working on that already,”

Vogel said.“Since we’ll have to scratch our original plan for a nocturnal hit, we’ll fall back to

Plan B,” said Cal.“I hate Plan B. Always do, no matter where we are,” said Nolan.“You got a

better idea, hotshot?” said Hamill.“Are you callin’ me that because I’m a better shot than you?”

Nolan quipped.“Just like you to distort the interpretation,” said Viper.Shepard would have joined

in on the banter, but they needed to move fast. If they hadn’t been the only covert ops team in

the region, they wouldn’t even be on these shores. He knew that the satellite hardware falling

into the Russians’ hands would just mean another mission in a few weeks when that

technology went to the highest bidder on the black market. Plus, he was aware that Colonel

Foley would one day leverage this salvage mission with the NSA for a favor when that need

arose.“Alright, you all know your roles,” said Shepard, stuffing his binoculars into his backpack

then grabbing his suppressed MK12 rifle. “I’ll create a distraction at the motorboats on the



beach, then Nolan and Viper will infiltrate the compound from the rear while Hamill is on

overwatch.”“I sure hope we’ve heard about our exfil route by then,” said Nolan.Cal took a long

draw of water from his hydration tube then clutched his rifle, squat-walking along the rocky

ridgeline that arced out towards the shore.Me too, or the heat and scorpions will be the least of

our problems out here.Once Shepard got to the base of the hundred-foot ridgeline, he spotted

their tracks from when they had arrived earlier following a four-mile trek after their helo

insertion to the southwest. He veered to the right, trotting on the cinders while hugging the

horseshoe-shaped ridge of sandstone slabs for a quarter mile, the geologic formation

resembling the vertebrae of a dinosaur that muscled up from the earth.Arriving at the terminus

where rock gave way to the sea, he paused, squatting down and peering around a van-sized

boulder at the primitive dock in the distance that extended out thirty feet from the shoreline.Two

eight-man motorboats had been pulled up on the beach and anchored while a third was

tethered at the dock’s end, where a dozen or more seagulls were perched on the bow. Several

clusters of large fuel barrels were peppered around the beach; one was covered with a tattered

blue tarp flapping in the wind.One sentry with an SKS rifle was sitting on the bare sand, his

back pressed against a fuel drum as his eyes alternated between the pesky seagulls and the

horizon.Shepard swept his MK12 along the beach, peering through his scope to confirm there

was only one guard then settling his red dot on the man’s skull above the left ear. A second

later, the man’s head sprayed out bone and pink mist onto the sand before he slumped

over.Shepard got up, remaining hunched as he resumed trotting along the sand, darting from

one cluster of fuel barrels to another until he was beside the bow of the first anchored boat. He

removed a small, ribbony segment of Cemtex used for breaching doors and attached it to the

gas tank on the rear motor.He tapped on his ear-mic while inserting the timer into the Cemtex

with his other hand. “Go for Plan B in three minutes.”“Copy that. We’re in position,” said

Viper.After activating the countdown on the timer, Cal stepped back then pivoted around only

to be met by a barrel-chested man in blue shorts and a sooty tank-top who tossed aside a

nearly empty whiskey bottle.The man had evidently been slumbering under the shade of the

tarp, but he wasn’t so inebriated as to have a faulty grip, and he lunged at Cal, pinning him

against the side of the boat and thrusting his shovel-like hands against his enemy’s throat.Cal’s

rifle was crunched against his vest, and he raised up his left hand, slamming his forearm down

onto the man’s wrist to break the goon’s grip but only managing to weaken the oaken arm. It

was enough to give Shepard an inch of wiggle room and send a vicious shin kick into the

man’s groin. The intoxicated figure groaned, his hands sliding off Cal’s throat.Shepard shifted

his weight, leaning in and sending a spear hand into the burly man’s right eye then slamming

the tip of his boot into the side of the right knee. A popping sound followed as the ligament

ruptured, sending the brute to the ground. Cal swept his rifle up, squeezing off two rounds into

the thrashing man’s chest.Shepard coughed, massaging his aching throat, then darted his

eyes at the timer, seeing only ninety seconds left.His boots fought for purchase in the sugary

sand as he bolted down the beach towards a massive finger-like protrusion of rock emanating

from the sand.“Boss, you alright?” said Hamill.He rubbed his sore neck again. “Yeah, just have

to lay off singing for a while.” He ducked down behind the other side of the rock spire then

covered his ears. The first boat engine exploded, followed by the one beside it erupting a

second later.The entrance to the encampment behind the sand dunes had a natural funnel of

basalt that the pirates had no doubt viewed as a tactical advantage in protecting them from a

beach assault, but in this case, it served as a perfect chokepoint for a determined shooter.As

the first four pirates rushed out to investigate the conflagration, they walked into a sniper’s

gauntlet, with Cal quickly dispatching the henchmen in a swift assault of precision-guided 5.56



rounds.Once the beachfront lit up in a ball of flame, Viper and Nolan zig-zagged their way

down the ridgeline, darting between boulders and making their way towards the main hut sixty

yards away. With most of the pirates running out to the front entrance to engage the shooter on

the beach, Nolan bounded for a cluster of blue water barrels near the goat pen while Viper

covered him.A second later, two pirates darted out from the small hut on the left, and Nolan’s

rifle coughed out a half-dozen rounds, dropping each man. He heard the ground around him

sputter with gunfire as someone began shooting wildly from the doorway of a plankboard

shack on the right. The wall splintered apart as two rounds from Hamill’s sniper rifle struck the

figure inside, and the leader of the group collapsed into the entrance.Viper slid into position

beside Nolan then quickly yanked out the pin from a grenade, hurling it into three men heading

towards the compound entrance that led to the beach. Both operators hunched down behind

the water barrels, waiting for the explosion, then scanned the encampment in either

direction.Nolan saw the little boy and the old man rush out from the goat pen then scamper

over the corral of driftwood before disappearing into the boulders.Sure as hell hope they

weren’t armed.He felt Viper pat him on the shoulder. “Let’s grab that satellite receiver and get

to the beach.”“Right behind you.”They squat-walked up to the last hut, sweeping inside the

building to make sure it was clear, then Nolan grabbed a tattered green tarp off the wall.

Retracing his steps, he placed it on one side of the bulky frame of the receiver on the ground.

He and Viper muscled the heavy device onto the tarp then twisted both ends into

handles.“Ready for some cardio?” he said as they hoisted up their payload.She grinned as they

began their exodus. “I’m ready for a cold beer, actually, but cardio comes first, it

seems.”Shepard heard the sound of a grenade explosion from the other side of the rock wall.

He leaned out from his cover, sniping another pirate near the village entrance, then scanned

the rock escarpment to the right and left.“Area is secure,” said Hamill. “On my way to the

beach.”“Hammerhead, we are on our way to you with the package,” said Viper.“Copy that,” said

Cal. “Beach is secure.”He heard the comforting sound of rotor wash to the north followed by a

Blackhawk skirting the shoreline then arcing in for a landing on a flat bench of sandstone a half-

mile away.“I thought you could skip the workout today, so I got the bird in closer,” said Vogel.

“Plus the competition out at sea has increased their approach speed.”“No argument from me.”

He watched Nolan and Viper emerge from the primitive compound as he covered their retreat.

They were lugging the bulky satellite remnant between them, stopping next to Shepard then

squatting down behind the empty fuel barrels.“One minute out,” said Hamill’s voice into their

earpieces.Shepard and Viper were scanning the desert as Hamill appeared in the mouth of the

encampment. Running past the cluster of bullet-ridden bodies, she kept her sniper rifle at a low-

ready, waiting by the rockface for the team to join her.“Let’s go,” Shepard said as the three of

them crouch-walked through the barrels then joined Hamill, who provided rear protection as all

of them trotted alongside the boulders to avoid being on the open beach.Twenty yards along,

Hamill shrieked, and the sound of gunfire echoed off the escarpment. Shepard pivoted around,

seeing Hamill’s right shoulder muscle with a jagged, bloody tear in it where a pistol round had

grazed the side.Seeing a figure with a pistol poking up amongst the dead pirates, Shepard

squeezed off a barrage of rounds that struck the injured man in the neck and chin, his body

slumping to the ground.Nolan was already applying a thick wad of gauze to Hamill’s seeping

wound, securing it with a triangle bandage.“You good?” shouted Shepard as he glanced at the

pale-faced woman, who was biting her lower lip.“Ready to roll,” she said with a fiery gaze.He

grabbed her sniper rifle, slinging it over his shoulder. Hamill removed the Glock 17 from her

drop-down leg holster, shuffling along next to Shepard while Nolan and Viper continued lugging

the prize that had brought them to these desolate shores.A few minutes later, they were on



board the Blackhawk, heading north up the coast.Back towards more hospitable shores.And

one step closer to home.2One Day LaterSan Antonio, TexasThe afternoon sun was beating

down on Mark Doyle’s balding head as he scurried through the parking lot at the University of

Texas, making his way towards his white Mercedes hidden amidst the sea of other employee

vehicles adjacent to the physics department.The black asphalt felt like it had driven the already

searing temps into the nineties in a rare January blast of heat, and he wondered if it would be

this hot during his weekend getaway.In thirty minutes, he’d be picking up his wife at home and

they’d be off for three days of horseback riding at a friend’s ranch west of the city.Doyle

meandered between the last row of vehicles, scrutinizing the garish purple F-250 truck,

knowing it belonged to a young graduate student in his department, causing him to reflect on

the meager income he had made during his pre-doctoral days at MIT when brown rice,

crackers and peanut butter made up the bulk of his meals in the apartment he shared with

three other impoverished students.Must be nice having your old man give you his wheels and a

bottomless bank account.Doyle fumbled in his pocket, removing his keys then opening the door

of his Mercedes and climbing inside. He set his laptop down on the seat, donning his

sunglasses then starting the engine, cranking up the AC.He already felt the tension in his

shoulders beginning to drain away. Spending months of overtime in his research lab had finally

come to fruition this past week with the completion of a new microwave emissions device. He

was certain it would be of interest to his old employers at Langley, where he had worked as a

consultant in their futuristic weapons technology program years ago.He leaned to the right,

examining his heat-flushed cheeks then tidying up his flossy hair. His phone rang, his lovely

wife Clarissa’s photo appearing on the screen.Doyle clicked on the vehicle’s Bluetooth, and her

voice came over the audio as he pulled out of the parking lot.“How are things going? I’m all

packed and just loaded up the cats with food for the weekend,” she said.“I’ll be there in half an

hour.”“So, are you really done with your project? It’s finally finished? I don’t want to spend my

entire weekend riding alone while you’re on the laptop again like last time.”“I am a free man, my

dear. I promise you will have my undivided and constant attention on this trip.” He held a fist in

the air, grinning as he drove south past a blighted strip of college dorms towards the

intersection ahead. “I just did the last round of tests in the lab with the prototype, and it

performed as I’d hoped. Once the military gets a look at this, the funding will follow. I’m sure of

it.”“Wait, I thought you always said that hope is for dreamers, not scientists.”He chuckled,

making a left turn at the light. His body violently lurched forward, the phone falling from his

grasp as a white van rammed into the rear of his Mercedes. His vehicle careened to the right

then plowed into a parked truck near the curb.The airbags deployed, slamming into his chin

and chest, driving him back into the seat. He fought for breath, his ribs feeling

compressed.Clarissa’s voice emanated from the phone on the floor, but Doyle’s ears were

immediately flooded with the sound of automatic weapons fire as a masked man fired his rifle

at the passenger’s door lock.A second later, the man yanked it open, stabbing the air bag with

a knife then slicing through the seatbelt still restraining Doyle. The professor struggled to pry

open his door but instead felt himself being violently pulled back. He was dragged by his collar

onto the pavement then snatched to his feet by two other masked men who rushed him

towards the open door of the van.Doyle was thrust to the ground as the door slid closed, his

hands zip-tied behind him and a black hood shoved over his head.“Be still. I don’t want to hurt

you. Do you understand?” said a man with a heavy Spanish accent.Doyle nodded. “Why are

you doing this? I haven’t…” The boot heel that struck his right cheek plunged him into even

greater terror. His heart felt like it was punching through his ribs as his face began to

swell.“Cayate,” shouted the man, telling him to shut up.Doyle was turned on his back then slid



into a seated position against the sidewall as he wondered what hellish world he had just

entered.3Twelve Hours LaterBaltimore, MarylandCritical Response Team HeadquartersAfter

the long flight back from Africa, Shepard figured they would have a few days of down time, but

they had all been recalled to the CRT base hours after returning.Shepard and the other

members of Foley’s team gathered around the U-shaped assemblage of rectangular tables in

the center of the room, taking seats opposite Lynn Vogel, who was standing at the other end

with a large whiteboard behind her. Compared to the rest of the crew in the room, who were

clad in jeans and t-shirts, Vogel was wearing dark blue dress slacks and a loose-fitting white

blouse that didn’t bear any indication of a single wrinkle.That’s the Lynn I know…always

stylishly in control of everything in her life.Shepard was grateful to have her at the head of intel

for their small team, and with the seemingly unlimited information-gathering capabilities of

Perseus at her disposal, she was probably the most formidable intelligence asset in the U.S.

arsenal, even though the only people who knew that were in this facility.Vogel’s reliance on

Perseus was the reason they were able to track down the Sierra Leone pirates so quickly, as

the software utilized satellite and open-source visual feeds while penetrating encrypted audio

communications near the African coast in a way that would have taken an agency like the NSA

or CIA days to uncover given their bureaucracy.“Welcome back from your trip to the sunny

shores of Africa,” Vogel said, glancing at the operators. Shepard removed a small necklace

from his pocket, sliding the crescent-shaped tooth bound in a silver strand towards Vogel.“A

souvenir of sorts,” Shepard said. “I picked it up during our layover in Johannesburg and thought

it was right up your alley.”“I told you to get her the lion tooth, not the hyena,” said Nolan. “Who

wants to wear a scavenger fang around their neck?”Vogel held it up, giving Shepard a coy

smile while gliding her thumb over the tooth. “It’s perfect, thank you.” She glanced at Nolan.

“And to answer your question, most people think of the lion as the true king of the African

plains, and that is the case much of the time, but jackals are masters of attrition—true guerilla

fighters that can bring down a lion three times their size through roundabout attacks and

unrelenting aggression. They are cunning as hell and are more feared by the natives than even

the lion.”Nolan gave her an uneasy look, raising an eyebrow. “Geez, you must be fun to shop

for at Christmas.”She set the necklace on the table, aiming an appreciative nod at Cal. Vogel

stepped aside, motioning towards the whiteboard, which had few empty spaces left amidst the

photos, map printouts and handwritten diagrams. Though Vogel had access to PowerPoint, she

often preferred working with tangibles. She began her presentation by working from left to right,

beginning with the top-right photograph of a balding man in his sixties.“This is Professor Mark

Doyle. Yesterday afternoon, he was abducted on the streets of San Antonio shortly after

departing his job in the University of Texas Physics Department.” She picked up the remote on

the table, activating the wall-mounted monitor to the right, which revealed camera footage from

the intersection west of the university.The room grew silent as the group watched a delivery

van rear-end Doyle’s car along a busy street. Four masked men immediately exited the side

door of the van with three taking up perimeter positions around the mangled car while the

fourth figure ran around to the other side, shooting open the passenger’s side and extracting

the dazed figure inside.The whole episode lasted less than thirty seconds before the van sped

off.“That was a surgical strike,” said Viper. “They’ve done this more than a few times.”“What’s so

significant about Doyle?” said Hamill, who was sitting with her arm in a sling. “He must carry

some weight if these guys were brazen enough to stage an assault like this in a major city in

broad daylight.”Foley swiveled around in his seat, facing the group. “Lynn has a detailed file on

Professor Doyle if you want more information, but the gist of it is that he is a leading researcher

on microwave technology, particularly as it relates to weapons. He had several defense



companies eager to sign him on for exclusivity to his work developing a new weapons design,

but he also worked briefly for the CIA as a civilian contractor years ago. My contacts there

haven’t indicated any interest in his rescue, which tells me he’s already outlived his usefulness

to them.”“It could also be that they’d risk opening a Pandora’s Box, exposing their own research

and involvement in sonic weaponry,” said Nolan.“Microwave tech…it’s quite a different horse

than sonics,” said Shepard as he glanced over at Vogel. “Are we talking about Havana

Syndrome-type technology?”“I believe so, and that’s also what Perseus’ data gathering

indicates.” She nodded at Cal. “Go ahead, Cal, and fill everyone in for those unaware of the

syndrome.”“It’s connected with a believed microwave weapons attack that happened in 2016 in

Havana, Cuba amongst members of the Canadian and U.S. embassies. There have also been

reports in recent years amongst some of our Agency personnel in Europe. These attacks are

thought to be the result of short bursts of microwave pulses being directed through walls, with

individuals unknowingly receiving enough of a shockwave to their brain that it results in vertigo,

nausea and even cognition issues.” He glanced around the table at the others. “One of the

guys I used to know at the Agency suffered something like this, and he’s screwed for good now.

Had to take early retirement as the vertigo was so bad.”Vogel chimed in. “It appears to cause

permanent damage to cognitive and vestibular functions, so this is a weapon that can have a

devastating impact on anyone within range.”Foley leaned forward, resting his meaty forearms

on the table. “The other issue with this technology is that it’s very deniable. Of the two hundred

or so documented victims in the world so far, there is still nothing conclusive linking their

condition to an actual microwave weapon attack. This kind of device could be set up in an

adjoining room to a visiting U.S. diplomat or field agent and then unobtrusively deployed,

penetrating the walls and causing unseen internal damage to the victim on the receiving

end.”Nolan rubbed his chin. “I liked it better when warfare was about guns and knives and

tanks. This is some nasty sci-fi shit right here.”Foley nodded in agreement. “At present, there

are only a handful of scientists in the world who have the know-how to produce microwave

weapons technology. It’s a rather challenging device to construct given the raw components,

but Doyle had apparently just had a breakthrough on making this technology more compact,

which translates to the potential for more discreet weapons, so locating him is

imperative.”Vogel moved closer to the screen, tapping her finger on one of the shorter masked

men at the scene of abduction. “This individual was flagged by Perseus as potentially

belonging to a crew out of El Paso connected with the Salvaje Cartel in Chihuahua, Mexico.

His name is Matias Olmos.” She pointed to an enhanced photo of the armed kidnapper’s face.

“His blue eyes coupled with the slight limp in his gait and his left-handedness pulled him up. I

delved into his background further, and he is definitely linked to the Salvajes.”“Damn fine work,”

said Shepard.Vogel frowned. “Not me. Perseus. It collated those seemingly separate strands of

data and cross-referenced with the DEA and Mexican Federale databases along with visual

feeds from the border region to come up with that lead.”“So Perseus is now probing the intel

sources of other governments?” said Nolan.“It wasn’t something we programmed into it, but

yes,” said Foley. “I was as surprised as you are, but I’ve mostly disabled that feature for the time

being. Frankly, we wouldn’t even have gotten this lead if it wasn’t for Perseus.”Mostly disabled…

what the hell does that mean? Cal studied the hardened features of the colonel, wondering if

the man was really keeping Perseus on a tight leash or if he merely wanted to avoid any more

probing questions about the technology’s role within this newly created unit that answered only

to the commander-in-chief. Hell, I wonder if President Weller even knows what Perseus can

do? If he does, then Foley would be wise to keep its use within our group on the down-

low.Vogel showed them a satellite image of a small cluster of buildings in the desert, enhancing



the scenery until the vehicles and individuals were apparent. “After Doyle was abducted in San

Antonio, his trail went cold, but Olmos was again identified in this image once I cast a wide net,

examining video and satellite footage associated with the Salvaje Cartel’s past territory and

activities.”The next slide revealed a bound Anglo figure being ushered by two armed men

towards the rear of a single-story adobe house surrounded by a knee-high stone wall.She

zoomed in on the captive’s face. “There was an eighty-nine percent facial recognition match,

indicating this is Professor Mark Doyle. The Salvaje Cartel is the primary crime syndicate that

controls all of Chihuahua. They rival the Tiburon Cartel next door in Sonora for their output of

drugs, manpower and brutality.”Vogel’s next image showed side-by-side photos of two men.

“The guy on the left is Vincent Mendoza. He has been running the Salvaje Cartel for the past

six years after assassinating his former boss and wiping out his entire family. He has since

expanded drug operations during the past four years, flooding the U.S. market with fentanyl in

addition to cocaine, crystal meth and marijuana.”“Seems like a stand-up guy,” said Nolan,

shaking his head.Vogel continued, “The man to the right is Antonio Rivera, Mendoza’s second-

in-command. Before joining the Salvajes, he was in Mexican Special Forces. When he

deserted two years ago, he recruited eighteen of his former unit members, who were probably

already on various cartel payrolls. According to my research, it was after Rivera joined the

Salvajes that there was a dramatic upswing in violence followed by the elimination of many of

the smaller rival cartels in Chihuahua.”Cal leaned forward, interlacing his fingers on the table.

“Rivera was probably the key to the Salvajes’ expansion. Incredible…imagine if the Mafia here

had recruited a few dozen Green Berets and turned them loose on the streets of New York City.

Even the feds wouldn’t have stood a chance going toe-to-toe with such experienced guerilla

fighters.”“And these guys were behind Doyle’s abduction…why, exactly?” said Hamill.“Good

question,” said Foley. “And a big unknown at this point. Another reason why we need this team

on the ground there so we can extract him before he is moved again…or killed after they’re

done with him.”Cal leaned back in his chair. “How far south of the border is this place where

they’re holding Doyle?”“It’s in Camargo, a small city in the eastern state of Chihuahua,

approximately 80 miles south of Laredo, Texas,” said Foley, who made eye contact with

Shepard, Nolan and Viper, since Hamill’s shoulder injury would keep her stateside. “That’s why

you’ll be inserting via a HALO drop. Getting a vehicle over the border would have you all

flagged within minutes by the cartel scouts south of the border, or even on this side of the

border given how pervasive their network is. Vogel has located a suitable LZ in the foothills

three miles to the southwest of the ranch. Your exfil will be via helicopter that will be heading

inland from the Gulf Coast.”Cal looked around at the rest of his team, noting their tense faces.

“So, any assistance from the DEA or Federales on this one?”“No, and frankly, we would be

walking into a whole other web of entangled loyalties mucking around with those agencies right

now,” said Foley. “Who knows who’s in bed with the Salvajes, on either side of the border, and I

don’t have time for sit-down meetings with all of the alphabet agencies down there to explain

the situation. Besides, things are a little heated right now in Chihuahua since the governor of

that state was just assassinated two days ago, so there are extra patrols of Mexican Federales

swarming the region. Another reason why you’ll be HALOing in and getting out by other means.”
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Lisa Elliott, “Another great story!. I love this series! I am glad that this was not the last book.

This book was a non stop fast pace action filled storyline. If you have not read any of this

author’s work then what are you waiting for? Grab a book and leave your reviews!”

Ebook Tops Reader John B, “Another great story. This being the third book in this series was

quite interesting reading and brings the three stories to their conclusion. It also plants the

seeds for more tales to follow.  I look forward to the books to publish.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A really good read!. When I started reading this I didn't know where I

would like it or not but to my surprise it was my kind of book you don't want to put it down you

want to know what going to be next!”

YukonJack, “LOVE THIS SERIES!!. Cal and his team of blacker than black special ops team

are sent to Mexico to rescue an abducted scientist. They find much more than they bargained

for.”

Gammie TX Proud, “A powerful story of Cartels & Cyber technology. Edge of your seat

gripping tale of Cartels, Cyber technology and retaliation. You will not be able to put the book

down until the very last page.”

Ken F., “Another Awesome Cal Shepard Book!. This was a great, action packed book with



questions about who on the team may be killed off. This series is as good as any other well

named authors like Clancy and Brad Thor. I just hope that JT will keep this series going for a

long time.”

Glen Davis, “Cal Shepard South of the Border. When a scientist researching microwave

weapons is kidnapped by Mexican cartels, Shepard and Company go south of the border to

extract him, only to find the Chi-Coms are involved.Exciting stuff!”
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